
MUTATIONS 


Hugo de Vries ( 1901,1903) while working on evening prime rose. ( Oenothera lamarckiana ) used 
the term mutations, to describe phenotypic changes which where heritable mutations lead to 
variation in DNA mutations are stable and in heritable changes which occur in the organisms due 
to permanent changes in chromosome number, structure and genes mutations may occur 
spontaneously in nature or they may be artificially induced.

Spontaneous mutations occur spontaneously frequency of occurrence is very low are produced 
by mutagenic agents like temperature rays atomic particles.

Induced mutations are induced artificially are man-made mutagens like gamma rays x-rays 
ultraviolet rays produces induced mutations.


TYPES OF MUTATIONS 

1 Gene mutations 

2 chromosomal mutations

3 genomic mutations


GENE MUTATIONS 

Change in expression of a gene caused by change in number, types of nucleotides when it occurs 
due to change In the single nucleotide it is called point mutation. When change in more than one 
nucleotide there it is called gross  mutation. Gene mutation affecting somatic cells are call 
somatic mutation gene mutation affecting germ cells are called Germinal mutations.

FRAME SHIFT MUTATIONS 

Deletion or addition of bases causes gross changes in the amino acid sequences of proteins, as 
they shift the entire  framework of codons beginning at the site of mutation.

BASE PAIR REPLACEMENT two types

1 Transitions - Purine is replaced by a purine And pyramidine is replaced by a pyramidine.

2 Transversions- Purine replaced by a pyramidine  

and vice versa

Sickle cell anaemia in humans is an example of base substitution mutation, it is autosomal 
recessive. Gene in walled in sickle-cell anaemia “is for The beta polypeptide chain of haemoglobin 
chain in one nucleotide there it results in substitution of one amino acid Valine for glutamic acid in 
sixth position .

 2 CHROMOSOMAL MUTATIONS/ ABERRATIONS

     The structural changes in chromosomes which appear Phenotypically are called as 
chromosomal mutations. HJ Muller in Drosophila 1928 first time analysed these changes they 
bring morphological  modifications

                  TYPES 

a deficiency or deletion- loss of a section of a chromosome may involve one or more genes.

b. duplication- deleted segment is joint with homolog us chromosomes genes are repeated.

c inversion - segments of a chromosome are inverted rotation of a part of a chromosome or set of 
genes by 180° on its own axis.


3 GENOMATIC MUTATIONS 

   Variations in chromosome number off the whole Genome.

Types

1 Aneuploidy- presence of a chromosome number which is different then the multiple of basic 
chromosome number, it is due to loss of one or more chromosomes or addition of one or more 
chromosomes

a Monosomy- loss of a single chromosome from deployed said for example Turner syndrome

                        (2n- 1)

b Nullisome- lack of single pair of chromosome

                        (2n-2)

c Trisomy   - extra chromosome for example down syndrome, Klinefelters syndrome (2n+1)

d Tetrasomy- extra pair of chromosomes for example super females

                      (2n+2) 

2 EUPLOIDY

   Variations that involve entire sets of chromosomes

   a Monoploidy- have single basic set of chromosomes for example2n=x=07in barley 




b Polyploid- increase in number of chromosome sets, are sterile for example triploid, tetraploid 

                    Pentaploid

TYPES

1 autopolyploidy- increase in number of same genome 

                              eg AA,AAA,AAAA

2 allopolyploidy - increase in chromosomes due to interaction of diploid genomes of two or 

                            more organisms eg aabb,aabbcc,aabbccdd. 

3 Autoalloploidy - genomes of two species come together with more genomes of one species.

                            eg AAAABB.


IMPLICATIONS OF MUTATIONS 

1 effects of chromosome and gene mutations are very variable.

2 in many cases mutations are lethal and prevent development of organisms.

3 certain gene mutations increase the amount of discontinuous variations.


RECOMBINATIONS

Mixing maternal and paternal characters in sexually reproducing organisms is recombination, 
organisms which express characters of both the parents are known as recombinants.

Was 

MUTATIONS INCLUDE ALL THOSE HERITABLE CHANGES 

WHICH ALTER THE PHENOTYPE OF AN INDIVIDUAL 





      

   



